Mathematical Statistics Series, 1529
Individual Occupational Requirements
Basic Requirements:
A. Degree: that included 24 semester hours of mathematics and statistics, of which at least
12 semester hours were in mathematics and 6 semester hours were in statistics.
or
B. Combination of education and experience -- at least 24 semester hours of mathematics
and statistics, including at least 12 hours in mathematics and 6 hours in statistics, as
shown in A above, plus appropriate experience or additional education.
* You will need Calculus1 (differential), Calculus 2 (integral), Calculus 3 (multivariate/vector),
and Linear Algebra for a minimum qualification for a Census math stat position.
Evaluation of Education:
Courses acceptable toward meeting the mathematics course requirement of paragraphs A or B
above must have included at least four of the following: differential calculus, integral calculus,
advanced calculus, theory of equations, vector analysis, advanced algebra, linear algebra,
mathematical logic, differential equations, or any other advanced course in mathematics for
which one of these was a prerequisite. Courses in mathematical statistics or probability theory
with a prerequisite of elementary calculus or more advanced courses will be accepted toward
meeting the mathematics requirements, with the provision that the same course cannot be
counted toward both the mathematics and the statistics requirement.
Evaluation of Experience:
The experience offered in combination with educational courses to meet the requirements in
paragraph B above should include evidence of statistical work such as (a) sampling, (b)
collecting, computing, and analyzing statistical data, and (c) applying known statistical
techniques to data such as measurement of central tendency, dispersion, skewness, sampling
error, simple and multiple correlation, analysis of variance, and tests of significance.
Without other indications of statistical experience, work required in the processing of numerical
or quantified information by other than statistical methods is not considered appropriate
qualifying experience. Examples of such nonqualifying work include statistical clerical work;
statistical drafting; calculation of totals, averages, percentages, or other arithmetic summations;
preparation of simple tables or charts; or verification of data by simple comparison or
proofreading.

